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Introduction 
Adobe Lightroom catalogues, manipulates and prints your images. It is especially a versatile, useful 

way of managing large numbers of RAW images. There are several, viable, alternative programs to 

Lightroom. 

I have used Lightroom since version 1 and have been very pleased with, amongst other things, the 

way I can quickly process a large number of images from a shoot and group images from different 

shoots together (collections.)  

Lightroom has a useful non-destructive way of editing an image. This tends to handle around 80% to 

90% of my images without the need to go into an image editor, e.g. Photoshop. However I still feel 

that it is essential to be able to finish some images off in a more capable editor. 

Adobe does charge for Lightroom, currently it can be bought outright for around £60 or leased, 

complete with Photoshop, for around £10/month. Less expensive programs have been listed in 

section Other Software, page 21 

If you are not familiar with using Lightroom then I would suggest some of the many tutorials 

available on the internet. Adobe have a great library of free, helpful tutorials. Lightroom version 4 

can be found at 

http://tv.adobe.com/show/learn-lightroom-4/ 

and changes made to version 5 at 

http://tv.adobe.com/show/learn-lightroom-5/ 

This paper is really to cover how to use Lightroom to create correctly sized and formatted PDIs for 

club competitions. 

PDI Requirements 
The main aspects of these PDIs are a size of 1400 pixels wide x 1050 pixels high with a black border if 

the image is smaller in one of those directions. It must be saved as a JPG with colour space of sRGB.  

Ideally it should be saved at 100% quality and at least one side of your image should fill the 1400 x 

1050 image, in other words the black border should only be top and bottom OR left and right. If the 

original image was smaller on both sides, e.g. only 1000 x 800, then it could have a black border all 

round but is unlikely to impress the judge! 

MAC Users 
This paper shows Lightroom being used on a Windows system. The MAC version might differ a little. 

CTRL and ALT keys are COMMAND and OPTION on the MAC and a few drop down menu items are in 

different places. 

Ratio 
The first thing we need to appreciate with Lightroom is that creating our finished JPG is really a two 

step process. Having selected your image choose DEVELOP and click the CROP button (the letter R is 

the shortcut to do these two steps in one go) 

http://tv.adobe.com/show/learn-lightroom-4/
http://tv.adobe.com/show/learn-lightroom-5/
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Crop the image as you would like, or if you wish to crop to fill the entire 1400 x 1050 PDI then select 

CUSTOM and ENTER CUSTOM 
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Enter an aspect ratio of 1400 x 1050 and click OK 

 

This might get shown as a 4 x 3 or 1024 x 768 in the drop down list. These are identical ratios to 1400 

x 1050. 

The important thing to realise is that the ratio is not the final size in pixels. The ratio is simply how 

many times the longer side is larger than the shorter size, thus a ratio of 1 x 2 applies equally to 1000 

x 2000 and 500 to 1000. The actual size in pixels is selected in the EXPORT section 

Exporting an Image 
Having made your edits, adjusted your white balance, removed your dust spots and chosen your 

crop etc you are ready to resize and create the JPG file. 

Lightroom needs to export your image, i.e. create a JPG, using either the EXPORT module or the 

PRINT module. 
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Method 1 - Export to Edit in Image Editor 
This is assuming you have Photoshop, Photoshop Elements or similar image editor and you wish to 

add a black border using that editor. 

You can pass the image straight to your editing program (providing Lightroom knows about it, 

otherwise read up on how to configure Lightroom) by right-clicking the image, choose EDIT IN and 

then your editing program. 

 

Alternatively choose PHOTO from the drop down menu bar and then EDIT IN etc. 

The image editor should then open with the image already loaded. From here follow John Pegram's 

document of how to create a black border and perhaps a key line, if either required, and save it as a 

JPG at the correct size and with an sRGB colour space. 

After saving and closing the image you may be returned to Lightroom where the revised image can 

be found alongside the original image. 
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Method 2 - Export to JPG 
To have Lightroom save the image as a JPG, right click the image, select EXPORT and EXPORT 

 

Alternatively choose FILE from the drop down menu and EXPORT 
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Choose HARD DRIVE and JPG FULL SIZE 

 

(Your choices above will be different to mine as I have several of my own presets) 

The right hand side of the EXPORT window is used to select how the image is to exported, i.e. how 

the JPG will look. 

These are the "essential" things to check... 
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Always check how many images you are exporting, more than once I have found I have selected all 

images in a folder by mistake and am about to export hundreds of images! 

The export location will be wherever you want to save the JPG 

File settings should be JPG, quality 100%, colour space sRGB 

Image Sizing should be "resize to Width And Height, W 1400, H 1050 (NB use Width and Height, do 

not select the Dimensions option). You could tick "Don't enlarge" but if your image is very slightly 

undersize you might find it enlarges quite happily to display full size. Always be aware how many 

pixels are left in the original image after you have cropped it, if too small it is unlikely to fare well in 

the competition. 

Output sharpening is your choice. If you have carefully sharpened it in the develop module you 

might not want to add further sharpening here. Adobe screen sharpening is quite a light touch and 

likely not to be noticed. 

Note: you can ADD the settings to your own Export PRESET, called, for instance, BCC PDI, and then 

click that next time to preload up the export fields with your settings. 

Finally click the EXPORT button to create your JPG. 

After this check the image dimensions because one side may be less than the 1400 x 1050 required. 

In which case you need to load it into the image editor and add a black border. 
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Method 3 - Print to JPG 
The PRINT module can be "fudged" to generate JPGS of 1400 x 1050 with a black border when 

required, including an optional key line. 

Please note, although this method has worked OK for me I don't tend to use it very much, always 

check it has worked correctly for you. 

Enter the PRINT module and set up as follows 

Page Setup 
This is the button at the bottom of the left panel. You will get a printer driver setup which will 

depend upon your installed printer. I have a Canon printer so set the following properties: 

"Other paper type", Custom paper size", "Custom quality", "manual colour", "portrait orientation", 

paper size: custom and specified a fictitious paper size of 14 inches wide by 10.5 inches high (which 

at 100ppi would give me 1400 x 1050 pixels) 

Layout Style 

 

Image Settings 
Leave all unchecked. However you can choose to add a stroke border in which case select an 

appropriate colour, e.g. white, grey or select from the image, and border width, e.g. 2pt. The border 

will be drawn inside the image and will replace any image pixels touching the border 
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Cells 
We need to add one cell to the page. Unlock the aspect ratio, clear the layout then add one cell of 

any size. Drag the corners to fill the entire page (you might need to type 10.5 and 14 into the height 

and width boxes 

 

Now "lock" the aspect ratio 
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Page 
Choose BLACK as the background colour 

 

Print Job 
Print to JPG, Colour profile is sRGB 
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Save Template 
Add the settings to the User Templates with the name BCC Black border so you don't need to do this 

again. 

 

Select Image 
Drag your image onto the black paper. Slide it up/down or left/right to centre it with a black border 

 

Create the JPG 
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Method 4 - Export with LR/Mogrify 2 
This final method uses a third-party add-on, LR.Mogrify, to add additional functionality to the 

EXPORT module. It was written sometime ago for LR version 2 and does still work but it would be 

nice to see it brought up to date. 

First the add-on needs to be downloaded from 

http://www.photographers-toolbox.com/products/lrmogrify2.php 

This web site gives installation instructions and a helpful manual of instructions. Two modules need 

to be installed, one called ImageMagick and the LR/Mogrify plug in 

The product works in its free mode but is limited to any one batch of 10 images. If you wanted to 

create 15 Mogrified exports then you would need to do the first ten then the remaining 5. If you are 

exporting without selecting any Mogrify options then this limit does not apply. If you would like to 

donate some money to the author you will get an unlock code that lets you process larger Mogrified 

batches in one go. 

Once installed it splits the presets panel into presets and LR/Mogrify controls 

 

LR/Mogrify post-processes your image after the Export module has done its work. You can use it for 

multiple actions, the ones we are interested in are black borders and optional key lines. 

Once you have made some settings to the LR/Mogrify panels the whole thing can be saved as a 

preset and you needn't go back into LR/Mogrify. 

Essentially you start with the standard JPG export settings, set for the BCC PDI as specified in   
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Method 2 - Export to JPG, page 6. Now we need to add a few windows from the LR/Mogrify panel 

into the Export panel. Select BACKGROUND CANVAS and click INSERT (note that the Mogrify 

Configuration panel will also come across by default) 

 

Leave the Mogrify Configuration panel unchanged 

Enter width and height in the Mogrify Canvas panel to 1400 x 1050, leave ADJUST unticked, change 

the colour to Black 

Click the ADD button under the Presets panel to save the settings for future use 
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To add a key line (inner border) insert the Inner Border option from the LR/Mogrify panel and add 

one border with selected colour as appropriate. Again you can save this export preset as something 

like "BCC, Key line" if you wish 
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Automated BCC File Name 
In any of these Export presets you can set the filename to generate the required filename format for 

the BCC competition.  

The image title should have been entered into the TITLE field for this image in the Library module 

 

In the Filename section choose RENAME and select EDIT from the dropdown. 
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Highlight the current text in the main box ({filename} in the above example, and delete it to leave 

the box empty 

Drop down the Sequence options and choose Sequence # (1) and INSERT it 

 

Click at the end of the inserted string 
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and type an underline character followed by your name and another underline. There should only be 

a space within your name 

 

Finally select TITLE from the METADATA drop down options and INSERT this 

 

Click DONE and ADD the preset as a new preset to include this file name feature. 

NB if you already have set up a BCC export template and wish to modify it, for example to change 

the file name to use the CAPTION instead of the TITLE metadata field, you can update the template 

by right-clicking the template name in the left panel and selecting UPDATE WITH CURRENT SETTINGS 

Sequence Number 
When submitting your images to a competition the file name should start with a unique, sequential 

number, from 1 upwards. 

It is possible, if you export images indididually, that your image file names from this procedure will 

each start with 1, e.g. 1_Ian Whiting_Tree.jpg, 1_Ian Whiting_Cat.jpg. 

You will need to rename one or more of the file names with an ascending number, e.g. 

2_Ian Whiting_Cat.jpg.. 
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Check the Image Before Submitting It 
Until you are confident your chosen method works flawlessly it is very important that you do check 

your image has been formatted correctly. Load the image in Photoshop, Photoshop Elements or 

another good image editor and ensure the image has at least the following format: 

 Width:  1400 pixels 

 Height:  1050 pixels 

 Colour space: sRGB [1] 

 Image format: JPG [2] 

 Image mode: 8 bits/channel and RGB colour [3] 

 The ICC Profile is included (imbedded) in the image file [4] 

If the image is not of the correct format it may be rejected for competition. 

[1] if not sRGB else use the CONVERT TO, not the ASSIGN option, in Photoshop 

[2] Do not use the JPG 2000 option 

[3] I would suggest you always use sRGB even if it is a mono image 

 It is unlikely you will be able to create a JPG file in anything other than 8 bits 

[4] It will probably work OK but it is safer to embed it so that other software knows how to 

display it and does not assume it to be of a different profile  
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Other Software 
This is a list of some alternative applications. Most are less expensive than Lightroom/Photoshop 

and some are free (open source.) I have not tried all of these so cannot suggest one above another. 

In alphabetical order 

ACDsee $99 http://www.acdsee.com/ 

Aftershot £40 http://www.aftershotpro.com/en/products/aftershot-pro/ 

Capture One $230 http://www.phaseone.com/ 

Darktable Free http://www.darktable.org/ 

FastStone Free http://www.faststone.org/ 

GIMP Free http://www.gimp.org/ 

LightZone Free http://lightzoneproject.org/ 

Paint.net Free http://www.getpaint.net/  (Microsoft Windows) 

PaintShop Pro £48 http://www.paintshoppro.com/ 

RawTherapee Free http://rawtherapee.com/ 

UFRaw Free http://ufraw.sourceforge.net/ 

Picasa Free From Google  

 

From the experience I have had with some of these: 

GIMP is a good Photoshop replacement. In some areas it can do far more than Photoshop but it has 

a much steeper learning curve. Very useful for those who understand the technical aspects of image 

processing 

Paint.net and Picasa are basic editing tools. Personally I would suggest serious club users look 

elsewhere 

RawTherapee is to RAW image processing what GIMP is to Photoshop. Very capable, steeper 

learning curve and useful for those who understand the technical aspects of image processing 

FastStone: not a bad program, I have not used it for a while as there were aspects of it that irritated 

me, but I have heard from members that love it. 
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Versions 
This document has the following changes 

07/01/2015 First release 

09/01/2015 Spelling corrections and minor changes 

Added Check the Image Before Submitting It, page 20 


